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MICT Cloud: 
Professional 
email antispam 
protection 
 

MICT Clean utilises the MX records in your 

domain DNS to redirect your company's email 

traffic through our antispam servers. This ensures 

that spam and virus-infected emails are 

intercepted and filtered out before reaching your staff's inboxes.  

Clean and whitelisted messages are seamlessly passed to your mail server, where they are delivered to your 

users as usual. Messages identified as spam are redirected to a central quarantined mailbox, allowing users 

to review and release them if necessary. MICT Clean does not delete or stop any emails—it delivers all 

emails to your mail server. 

Does email privacy remain intact? 

Absolutely. Quarantined emails can only be accessed and read by the intended recipient or designated 

folder administrator, ensuring the privacy of your communication. 

Can I control released emails and whitelists/blacklists? 

Yes. MICT Clean empowers administrators to release mail from quarantine and specify whitelisted or 

blacklisted domains. Administrators can determine whether end-users have the authority to release mail or 

manage whitelists and blacklists. Users without these permissions can request actions from mail 

administrators. 

What redundancy measures are in place? 

In the event of your mail server or its internet connection going down, our service provides redundancy by 

caching and retrying your messages for the number of days configured for each domain (default is 4 days). 

This ensures that no emails are lost during temporary disruptions. 
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Can I restrict attachments and email types? 

Certainly. You have the ability to set restrictions on the maximum email size, permitted attachment types, 

and originating domains. Additionally, you can blacklist specific types of emails to further enhance your 

control over incoming messages. 

Make the smart choice for your business email hosting. Choose MICT Hosted Email and experience 

reliability, affordability, and exceptional support. 
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